Question 292.

During a recent site visit to the manufacturing plant still occupied by KARP Associates, Inc. at Queens Block 2517 Lot 25 it was noticed that the building is filled with very large machinery used for manufacturing. Some of the machinery near the entrance was marked as being owned by the NYSDOT and was roped off. The NYSDOT representative present for the site tour wasn’t able to clarify if any or all of the machinery would be left behind once KARP Associates, Inc. vacates. Please clarify if any of the machinery present while this building is occupied will be left behind for the contractor to remove once this building has been vacated by KARP Associates, Inc. If there will be machinery left behind for the contractor to remove, would the NYSDOT please provide a list of what machinery will be left behind once KARP Associates, Inc. vacates?

Answer: The Department will remove and dispose of any equipment remaining at Karp Associates.

Question 293.

*Karp Property* – The Karp Property contains large quantities of heavy fabrication machinery. It is not clear who is responsible for the disposal of this equipment. Please clarify to Proposers who is responsible for the removal/disposal of the equipment inside the Karp Property.

Answer: The Department will remove and dispose of any equipment remaining at Karp Associates.

Question 294.

Will any spare conduit be required for any of the permanent electrical systems? If so, please provide the scope (amount, location, details) of spare conduit required.

Answer: No spare conduits beyond those identified in the Contract Documents are required.

Question 295.

*Technical Proposal – Schedule* - ITP Appendix B – Please clarify the Department’s response to Proposer question 244 which sought clarity on page count for Volume 2, Section 4.

A. We believe this question was in reference to Volume 2, Section 5 – Schedule. Please confirm.
Answer: The response to Question 244 refers to Volume 2, Section 4 – Schedule.

B. The response stated, “The pages are limited to 50 and that includes the executive summary and bar charts.” We understand the term bar charts to be Primavera P6 schedule. Please confirm.

Answer: The 50 page limit refers to Volume 2, Section 4. The Proposer must meet all requirements outlined in ITP Sections 5.1.1 and 5.2.1 within the 50 page limit for the Base Project. And the Proposers must meet all requirements outlined in ITP Sections 5.1.2 and 5.2.2 within the 50 page limit for the Base Project Plus the Option. Tables B-1 and B-2 of ITP Appendix B will be clarified by Addendum.

C. We also believe that for the purposes of the Primavera P6 schedule, industry standard is 11x17’s and thus for the purposes of schedule, 1-11x17 of P6 schedule would count as 1 page. Please confirm.

Answer: 1-11x17 P6 Schedule sheet will count as 1 page.